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Composed in 1879, the Piano Quintet in F minor by César Franck (1822-1890) belongs to the 
fruitful final period of his creative life.  It heralded the start of an impressive sequence of late 
orchestral and chamber pieces, including the Variations Symphoniques (1885), Violin Sonata 
(1886), D minor Symphony (1886-8), and String Quartet (1889), which set the seal upon his 
career.  The Piano Quintet was premiered in Paris on 17 January 1880 by the Marsick Quartet 
with Saint-Saëns at the piano at a promotion of the Societé Nationale, for whom Franck 
wrote several of his finest works.  The Quintet is conceived in cyclical form, a structural device 
favoured by the composer whereby a motif introduced in the first movement recurs in each of 
its successors.

The piece begins with a slow, introductory passage which presents a pair of contrasting ideas: 
an intense descending scale on the first violin and a ruminative, conciliatory response from 
the piano.  These two motifs alternate, generating a climax.  In the main Allegro section of the 
first movement, the descending scale of the opening theme dominates the first subject of the 
exposition, characterised by angular dotted rhythms and then made the subject of interplay 
between the strings and piano.  A different mood is created by the second subject, featuring 
three key components: a poetic idea introduced by the first violin; another motif presented by 
the viola, based on three descending notes, and an expressive, arch-like phrase introduced on 
the piano.  This last element forms the motto theme which will reappear in the following two 
movements.  The recapitulation elaborates upon all the thematic elements already presented.  
After a turbulent and sonorous coda of almost symphonic grandeur, the movement draws to 
a subdued close.

Opening in A minor, the eloquent first theme of the central Lento movement is ushered in 
by the first violin against delicately undulating repeated chords on the piano.  A secondary, 
ruminative theme is introduced by the piano and a more agitated third melody is played by 
the lower strings against the piano’s rapid semiquavers.  This material is developed, leading 
to the central D flat major section, which begins in a blissful state of nocturnal serenity, but 
gradually increases in intensity.  The motto from the Allegro first movement reappears in 
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sombre mood on the piano, then the Lento theme returns.  The idyllic episode from the middle 
section is recalled briefly before the movement comes to rest in the A minor in which it began.

The finale (Allegro non troppo, ma con fuoco) starts in F major with an obsessive, chromatic 
theme, played by the second violin and a majestic piano melody with dotted rhythms, 
accompanied by descending chords.  A restrained counterpoise to the dramatic opening 
section is offered by the piano in an episode that recalls the opening theme of the first 
movement.  All these ingredients provide the material for the remainder of the movement, 
which leads to a coda in which the motto theme is stated fully and with the utmost eloquence.   
An exciting climax is reached, bringing the Quintet to an imposing peroration in F minor.    

During the last quarter of the 19th century and into the 1920s, it was Gabriel Fauré (1845-
1924) who made the most substantial and lasting contribution to French chamber music.  
Concentrating almost exclusively on works for piano and strings, he provided between 1876 
and 1921 two examples each of the violin sonata, the cello sonata, the piano quartet, and the 
piano quintet; and during the remaining years to his death in 1924, a single piano trio and a 
single string quartet. 

The genesis of Fauré’s Piano Quintet no.1 in D minor, Op.89 is rather convoluted.  His first 
idea for the work appeared in a sketchbook entry of 1887, where an outline of the finale’s 
main theme, in F major and in 2/4 time, was included among drafts of the ‘Pie Jesu’ from the 
Requiem.   At this stage the composer was intending to write a third piano quartet and it 
was not until four years later that he resolved to expand the instrumental forces to a quintet.  
Subsequently, progress on the score was painstaking and slotted in between work on other 
compositions.  Parts of two movements were sketched and then set aside.  He returned to the 
work in 1903 and finally completed the last of the three movements towards the end of 1905, 
ready for Eugène Ysaȳe, to whom the piece is dedicated.  The first performance took place in 
Brussels with the Ysaȳe Quartet and the composer as pianist in March 1906.  

The first movement (Molto moderato) is predominantly melodic, but with an inherent 
dynamism created by its rich harmonic palette and inventive piano writing.  If the freshness 
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of the material seems improvisatory in style, the composer’s formal mastery is also much in 
evidence.  The movement opens in D minor with the strings unfolding sleek and silky lines 
against cascades of arpeggios in demi-semiquavers high on the piano.  A more vigorous, 
rhythmic second theme is announced by the quartet, each instrument on its lowest string.  
The piano, in octaves, introduces a further significant motif.  After a moment of repose in F 
major, the development section begins with a lyrical version of the piano’s secondary theme, 
initially on the second violin, and continues by combining in elegant counterpoint with varied 
forms of the two main themes of the exposition.  The music reaches an impassioned climax, 
heralding the recapitulation.  Traces of the principal themes are woven into the withdrawn 
concluding section.  

The gently introverted central Adagio in G major is cast in a basic ABA structure.  It starts with 
a first violin floating ethereally above a falling cello line and the delicate, songlike piano part, 
rocking softly like a barcarolle.  This material is explored further before a momentary hiatus 
and the introduction by the piano and viola of a second theme, light and graceful, which 
builds to a dramatic climax.  After a variegated and wide-ranging recapitulation, there is a 
short, synoptic coda.

The third movement (Allegretto moderato) starts with a bright, marching D major theme in the 
piano, accompanied by plucked strings followed by a bowed countersubject, before they take 
up the piano theme.  Further thematic material is introduced, including an ardent secondary 
idea in B minor with leaping octaves.  The first theme returns, soon merging with the second 
and then restated in hushed triplets before rising to a crowning D major climax.

Fauré’s Piano Quintet no.1 renews the powerful concentration of his earlier Piano Quartets 
in its outer movements, while also looking forward to the composer’s later works in the 
sophisticated phrasing and chromaticism of its extended Adagio. Vibrant and spirited, it may 
be counted among  the composer’s finest creations. 

© Paul Conway, 2020  
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